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Abstract 
Bused on U polyphase a~nulysis of a siibband adaptive 
filter ( S A F )  sys tem,  .at is possible to calculate the opti- 
mum subband impulse responses t o  which the  SAF sys- 
t e m  will converge. I n  this paper, we  give some insight 
into how these op t imum impulse responses are calcu- 
lated, and discuss two applications of our  technique. 
Firstly, the performance l imitations of a n  S A F  sys- 
t e m  can be explored with respect t o  the  minimum mean  
square err& performance. Secondly, fullband impulse 
responses can be correctly projected in to  the  subband 
domain, which i s  required fo r  example f o r  translating 
constraints f o r  subband adaptive beamforming. Exam-  
ples f o r  both applications w-e presented. 
ject to a number of limitations, which have been inves- 
tigated, for example. with respect to  the required filter 
length [3. 141 or to  lower bounds for the MMSE and 
the modelling accuracy [12]. These analyses have been 
performed using modulation description [3, 71, time do- 
main (141, or frequency dornain approaches [5, 121. 
Here, we discuss the SAF in Fig. 1 using a polyphase 
description of the signals and filters therein [2]. This 
will provide some new and alternative insight into the 
optimality of S.4Fs. Sec. 2 analyses the subband er- 
rors, which leads to  the derivation and discussion of an 
optimal subband filter structure in Sec. 3. Application 
examples for the proposed techniques are underlined 
by simulations in Sec. 4. 
2. Polyphase Analysis of Subband Errors 
1. Introduction 
Adaptive filtering in subbands is a popular ap- 
proach to a number of problems, where high corripu- 
tational cost and slow convergence due to  long filters 
permits the direct implementation of a fullband algo- 
rithm: These problerris include acoustic echo cancella- 
tion [5. 31. identification of room acoustics [8], equal- 
ization of acoustics [lo]. or beamforming [6. 111. In 
Fig. 1, a subband adaptive filter (SAF) is shown in a 
system identification setup of an unknown system ~ [ n ] ,  
whereby the input x[n] and the desired signal d[n] are 
split into K frequency bands by analysis filter banks 
built of bandpass filters hk[n]. Assuming a cross-band 
free SAF design [3], an ada2tive filter w k [ n ]  is applied 
to each subband decimated by A' 5 IC. Finally. the 
fullband error signal e[.] can be reconstructed via a 
synthesis bank. 
However, subband adaptive filters (SXF) are sub- 
The aim of this section is t o  express the subband er- 
ror signals: Eg(z)  0-0 er ( z ) ,  in terms of the polyphase 
components of all involved signals and systems. Im- 
plicitly, this means that we are trying to  find a lin- 
ear. tirne-invariant (LTI) description of the error sig- 
nal. To achieve this task, we first require suitable rep- 
resentations for the decimated desired signal in the kth 
subband, D z ( z )  0 - - 0  dk[n], and for thc decimated in- 
put signal in the kth subband, X ; f ( z )  0-0 zk[n].  as 
labelled in Fig. 1. In our notation, superscript { . } d  for 
z-transforms of signals refers t o  decimated quantities, 
while normal variables such as X ~ ( Z )  indicate undeci- 
mated signals. i.e. in this case the input signal in the 
kth subband before going into the decimator as shown 
in Fig. 1. 
The formulation of the kth decimated desired sig- 
nal D;'(z)  0-0 4 [ n ]  will be the first aim. We define 
the expansion of the desired signal D ( z )  0-0 d [ n ]  into 
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Fig. 1. Subband adaptive filter (SXF) in a system identification setup. 
type-2-polyphase componer:ts [9] D,, ( z ) ,  
A- - 1 
. D n ( z N )  , (1) ~ ( ~ 1  = z-dy+n+l 
n=o 
and a type;l-polyphase expansion [9] of the analysis 
filters H k ( z ) .  
N-1 
Hk(.) = 1 ,?-'I ' H f & N )  . (2) 
n=O 
Similarly, for all following polyphase expansions, it 
is assumed for compatibility that  systems are rep- 
resented by a type-l-polyphase expansion, and sig- 
rials by type-Zpolyphase expansions. Bringing these 
polyphase components of (1) and (2) into vector form, 
D(z )  = [Do(.) D I ( ~ )  . . .  D . V - ~ ( Z ) ] ~  (3) 
E&) ' = [ H k l O ( Z )  .%I1 . . .  Hk,N-I(4IT (4) 
D f ( * )  = H F ( z )  . D ( z )  . (5) 
D%(zT-can now be expressed as 
To t.race the desircd signal back to t,he input signal 
S ( z )  0 -0 z[n]> the expression D ( z )  = S ( z ) .  X ( z )  can 
be appropriately expanded such that. the n,t,h polyphase 
component. in (3) niay be written as 
On(.) = Z T ( z )  An(.) . X ( Z )  . (6) 
The vector S ( z )  contains the type-l-polyphase com- 
ponents of the unknown system S(z)  0--0 .s[n], while 
- S ( z )  is defined similarly to  (3) based on the 
type-Zpolyphase components of the input signal 
X ( z )  e-o 4.1. The matrix A, , ( t )  in (6) is a delay 
matrix defined as 
With ( 5 )  and ( 6 ) .  the decimated kth desired subband 
signal @ ( z )  
S'(4 A0 (2) 
ST(.)AN-l (2) 
D;(z)  = l T ; ( Z )  p z ) A d z )  1 - X ( 2 )  = ~ ~ ( . ) S ( Z ) ~ ( Z )  
(8) 
can be assembled. For brevity, the substituted matrix 
S ( z )  holds differently delayed polyphase components of 
the unknown system. 
With the type-2-polyphase components of X ( z )  and 
the polyphase representation of the analysis filter bank 
in (2) it is comparably simple to derive the kth deci- 
mated input signal Xi(%) as 
X f ( z )  = & ( z )  . & ( z )  . (9) 
Finally. with (8). (9). and the transfer function 
of the kth adaptive filter Ll:k(z) 0- o wk[n] it is pos- 
sible to formulate the kth subband error signal, 
E,d(z) e-0 e k [ n ] :  
E,d(z) = DZ(z) - M\.(z) . .Y$(z) (10) 
= { H : ( z ) . q z )  - H;f(z).W&) 
904 
Fig. 3. S.4F standard solution in the lcth subband. 
Fig. 2. SAF optimal polyphase solutions in the 
kth subband. 
3.2. Interpretation 
Note, that for the dcsrription of E f ( z ) .  thr  tixnc- 
varying decimators have been sivappcd with all system 
elements in the ShF structure of Fig. 1. and (11) onlv 
contains LTI terms. 
3. Subband Error Minimization 
This section discusses the optiniuni subband filters 
t,o solve thy identification problem outlined in Sec. 1. 
based on the polyphase analysis of the subbarid errors 
in the previous Sec. 2. 
3.1. Optimum Subband Filters 
As no external disturbance of the SAF system in 
Fig. 1 by observation noise is present. ideally the at- 
tainable minimum rrican square error (MLISE) should 
be zero. This is identical to setting E;(z )  in (11) equal 
to zero. As independence of the opt,iiiiurri solution from 
the input signal's polypha.se cornpoiierit,s in X ( z )  is tie- 
sirable, t,he requirement. for opt.imality (in cvwy sense) 
is given by 
- - H l ( z )  ' S ( t )  L Tl'k,,p(z) . (12) 
Hence. we obtain ,1; cancellation conditions indicated 
by superscripts {.}("). which have t,o be fulfilled: 
(13) 
Therefore. ideally I J * k ( z )  in (11) and (12) should be 
replaced by an fi x AT diagonal matrix with entries 
I . l-~" '(z),  n = O ( l ) h r  - 1. For the kth subband, this 
solution with !V polyphase filters is depicted in Fig. 2. 
.Alternatively. the nth optimum solution can be writ- 
ten as 
N-1 
U - ~ ~ ~ t ( z )  = 1.4KA(z) . S,(z) . (14) 
and interpreted as a superposition of polyphase com- 
ponents s , (~) of the unknown system S ( z ) .  "weighted" 
bv transfer functions 
u=o 
From this, we can observe, that  the length of the opti- 
mum subband responses is obviously given by 1 / N  of 
the order of S ( z ) ,  but extended by the transfer func- 
tions (15). These extending transient,s are causal for 
poles of .-li;A ( z )  within the unit circle: and acausal for 
st,abilized poles outside the unit-circle [13], mot,ivating 
a non-causal optimum response. 
Further, for an ideal, alias-free filter bank. the 
polyphase components H k l n ( z )  in (15) should not differ 
in magnitude but only in phase, which is compensated 
for by the delay element. in (15). Hence all N solutions 
become identical! an the N optimum polyphase filters 
can be replaced by a single filter l l '~ .opt(z)  as shown 
in Fig. 3. which is equivalent to the original standard 
setup in Fig. 1. In general: and particularly if aliasing 
is present, the optimum polyphase solut,ions 142;) +, ( z )  
will differ. In this case the optimum st.andard S.4b so- 
lution according to  Fig. 3 gives the closest 12 match t,o 
all il; polyphase solutions: 
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Fig. 4. Comparison between siiriiilated arid ana- 
lytically predicted PSDs in the 0th subband. 
, 
The error made in this approximation explains error 
and modelling liriiitatioris of the SAF approach and 
represents an alternative coefficicrit / time-domain de- 
scription a.s opposed to spectrally motivated S.AF error 
explanations in t.he literatwe [3. 121. Interest,ingly, in 
[7] the same polyphase structure as in Fig. 2 is obtained 
using modulation description [2] 5 ~ although only for 
bhe critically sampled case. 
4. Applications and Simulations 
We non- want to explore two applications for the 
polyphase analysis presented in Secs. 2 and 3. 
4.1. Error Limits 
.A very basic example given in t,hr following will 
demonstrate the ability of the proposed analysis to  pre- 
dict optimal subband responses and error terms in the 
context of S.AF systems. For this example. a 2-channel 
critically decimated standavd SAF system as in Fig. 1 
based ori a Haar filter bank [2] should adaptive iden- 
tify an unknown system S(Z)  = 1 + zl, using unit vari- 
ance Gaussian white noise excitation. Looking at the 
channel k = 0 produced by the Haar lowpass filter 
Ho(z)  = 1 + 2- l .  an RLS adaptive algoritlirn [4] con- 
verges to  the solution 
I I i . a d a p t ( Z )  = 1.4873 + 0.5067~-'  . (17) 
Analytical evaluation via (14) and (15) yields the 
N = 2 optimum polyphase solutions for the band k = 0 
which refers to the optimal subbarid adaptive filter 
structure shown in Fig. 2. If this setup is simplified to 
the structure of the standard SAF system in Fig. 3, the 
analytical solution (16) calculated from (18) is given by 
t,he mean of t,he two optimum polyphase solutions, 
l l ~ . o p t ( ~ )  = 1.5 + 0.5z-l 
This result obviously very closely agrees with the sim- 
ulation result in (17). 
Based on the above analytical solutions, it is now 
possible to  predict the subband error signal as due to 
the mismatch of (18) and (4.1). The PSD of the 0th 
adapted subband error signal, Seo(eJR) .  can be ana- 
lytically predicted by inserting the optimum standard 
solution (16) into (11). 
which can be used to  determine the minimum mean 
squared error of the SAF system alternative to spec- 
tral methods [12]. Fig. 4 demonstxates the excellent fit 
between the analytically calculated PSD in (19), and 
the measured results from the RLS simulation. Also 
shown is the analytically predicted and measured PSD 
of the 0th desired subband signal Sd,(eJ") = 6+2cosR 
(hencc the uncancelled error signal) calculated via (5). 
4.2. Subband Projection 
A second application example is concerned with sub- 
stituting subband adaptive systern identification with 
the proposed analysis. If a digital impulse response 
is given in the fullbarid, but should be projected into 
the subband domain. an SAF identification is most,ly 
required. This could be t.0 produce computationally ef- 
ficient sound processing from a given (fullband) room 
transfer function [8], or t,he projection of constraints 
into the subband domain when performing subband 
adaptive beamforming [ 111. 
We assume an SAF system with K = 8 channels 
decimated by iV = 6 ,  and wide analysis filters to im- 
prove spectral whitening in t~he subbands [l]. Analysis 
and synthesis banks are derived from the two different 
prototype filters shown in Fig. 5. With a lowpass full- 
ba.nd response s[n] given, an RLS adaptive identifica- 
tion yields in the subband k = 0 the coefficients shown 
in Fig. 6: along 1vit.h the analytic solution according to 
(14) and (16). For the analytic solution, the roots of 
the denominator polynomial in (15) have been substi- 
tuted by appropriate causal and a-causal FIR filters. 
Obviously, the match between adaptive and analyti- 
cal solution is very close, and t.hemore direct analytical 
approach can replace an adaptive projection. 
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5. Conclusions 
We have introduced an analysis of an S-AF system: 
which formulates the subband errors in dependency 
of LTI ,polyphase components only. The main result 
was a structural differerice between what t.he optirnuni 
SXF requires and what t,he st,andard SAF stmcture 
provides.- As a qualitative measure, this difference in 
structure gives alternative insight. into t,he inaccuracies 
and limitations of the standard SXF approach. But 
as demonstra.ted, the approach can also be utilized 
to quantify errors. Different, from alias measurement 
methods for error prediction [12]! the analysis also of- 
fers access t.o the coefficient. domain and thus allows us 
to state optimum SAF subband responses. -4s an appli- 
cation for the latter. an example was given that allows 
us to  substitute the subband projection by SAF s 
identification wit,h the proposed analytical polyphase 
approach. 
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